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Main features:
● Import of data from CAD/CAM systems;
● Editing of tolerances and inspection areas;
● Automated alignment of images;
● Automated defects detection;
● Size measurement with the average precision 

of 1.5 um;
● Remote viewing of inspection results and paper 

report; 



  

Detected defects:
● Conductor gap;
● Short-circuit;
● Convexity;
● Conductor pinhole;
● Other topological defects;
● Violation of conductor width tolerance;
● Violation of spacing tolerance;
● Excessive or insufficient metallization. 



  

PCB is scanned from Gemini



  

Color PCB image is converted to black-and-white.
Phiplastic Color deals with it.



  
PCB holes are in the separate layer



  

Wires and holes are visible simultaneously in the superposing layer



  

Image viewer is optimized for typical user tasks.
Any part of the board on the full-scale is accessible in one mouse click.



  

User can switch to the original color image at any time



  

Standard is opened. Inspected PCB is shown in red, 
standard is shown in blue, matching areas are shown
in white and gray.



  

Initially pattern and standard do not match



  

After one keystroke and a couple of seconds they are aligned.
Scanning shift and rotation are automatically eliminated.



  

On the full-scale it's clear that matching precision is high.
Defects are perceptible yet.



  

After one more keystroke and a few seconds defects list is automatically
generated. Each defect is in the tree on the left pane and is highlighted
on the image.



  

Pressing the space key user reviews all defects one after another. In this case
it's extra metallizing. There's also defect description pane on the left.



  

It's a line width violation. The red mark on the board is made by an inspector armed with
magnifying lenses: he has noticed this defect. The actual line width is displayed on
the defect info pane. Such a thin wires are invalid for this board.



  

It's very easy to view defects on a large scale. Highlight labels can blink,
which makes it possible to see defects without clutter.



  

A pinhole in the wire



  

This defect was missed during the manual inspection



  

Digits violate the absolute line with tolerance defined for this board.
An easy setup procedure described below allows to automatically ignore them
which is desirable when inspecting many boards of the same type.



  

The absence of the digit is more perceptible in the superposing layer



  

Excessive line width is detected too



  

This line should be much thinner



  

There's a short and a clearance violation in this group of defects



  

This is how they actually look



  

It's a convexity on the wire



  

The same without defect highlight



  

Conductor breakup or gap



  

Conductor breakup or gap



  

The final solution on each defect is made by the inspector. If he wishes 
to observe the board with some additional equipment, 
the system allows him to find the point of interest easily.



  

For boards that are to be repaired only considerable defects should be kept



  

All the rest defects should be deleted



  

The final inspection results can be saved in two forms



  

Session is an electronic report which can be saved to a file and browsed on other computers
with free Phiplastic Pictor. Browsing the session is completely equivalent to viewing 
the inspection results in the inspection system itself.



  

There's a paper report too



  

It includes everything that is needed to easily locate each defect on the
physical board.



  

Individual defect images are accompanied by coordinates in millimeters



  

The paper report can also include table of measurements taken by the inspector.
The user interface is straightforward.



  

A couple of mouse clicks is enough to gather statistics of a hundred of measurements.
Measurements are averaged which ensures very high precision. Dimensions of objects 
and gaps between them can be measured in this automated way.



  

Standards for inspection are imported from files in Gerber RS-274-X format.
It is done in Phiplastic — our standard editor.



  

Then inspection areas are specified. It's possible to make complex configuration
of inspectable and not inspectable areas. Inspection of designations and other
non-tolerant elements is usually disabled. There are powerful tools in Phiplastic
that allow to disable inspection of specific element group.



  

The last step in creating new standard is specification of tolerances.
Phiplastic provides very flexible setup. Tolerances can be imported 
from other standards.



  

Extensions
● Phiplastic Color makes it possible to inspect 

the printed boards and blanks on any 'color' 
stage of technological process. Color images 
are converted to black-and-white.

● Phiplastic Gold allows to create inspection 
standards on the basis of ready-made products. 
It enables comparison of a board with an 
artwork, a board with a board and so on.

● Phiplastic Match allows to compare images in 
color, without black-and-white conversion.



  

Advantages
● Extremely low cost, no expensive specialized 

equipment is required.
● Phiplastic easily deals with very large projects.
● Phiplastic works very fast.
● Calculations are made in parallel, modern 

processor features are utilized when possible. 



  

Other advantages
● Phiplastic evolves for more than 10 years.
● We support our users.
● Software updates are released routinely 

(usually 2 new versions annually).
● We carry on a dialog to users constantly.  Their 

requests enrich our tasks list.



  

www.phiplastic.com

www.eurointech.ru

http://www.phiplastic.com/
http://www.eurointech.ru/
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